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R. ter Beek

Editorial

It is a custom of the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (GKN) to celebrate
the Christian feastdays by means of worship services, also when they
do not fall on a Sunday. This year Easter was celebrated on 23 March.
Hence Ascension Day was on Thursday 1 May and Pentecost Sunday 11
May. A number of national feastdays – fixed dates in The Netherlands
– were this year close to Ascension Day. The day before Ascension Day,
30 April, Queen’s Birthday was celebrated. The Sunday after, 4 May, was
Remembrance Day and the Monday following, 5 May, was Liberation Day.

F

or believers it meant that the Kingdom of King
Jesus and the Kingdom of The Netherlands
came in each other’s proximity. This makes
one taste the difference. The Lord Jesus Christ has
all power in heaven and on earth. Paul writes in
Romans 13 that the governments of this earth are in
service of Christ. Those who have became subjects
of King Christ by faith, see the limitations and
temporary value of earthly kings and presidents, the
passing nature of nationality and ethnicity. In Christ
Jew and Greek, European and Asian, African and
American come to stand alongside each other. In
Christ those boundaries disappear. A Christian will
always experience a healthy tension between his
nationality and his faith.

Meetings are held in
the Koningskerk (King’s
Church) in Zwolle
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

On 13 March 1941 the German occupiers took
eighteen people from the prison in Scheveninging:
fifteen were from the resistance movement and
three persons had been part of the so-called February
Strike. They were being brought to a secluded place
in the dunes to be shot. A number of them were
Reformed. As they were marched away from the
prison , they sang a psalm. Their brothers, also in
prison recognised what they sang: Psalm 43:1 and 4.

Genevan tune is:
O judge me, God of my salvation,
Plead Thou my cause, defending me
Against a cruel, ungodly nation;
From a deceitful generation
O save Thou me and set me free,
That I may honour Thee.
Then, at Thy sacred altar bending,
My heart to God in prayer I’ll raise.
With harp and voice, in worship blending,
Thy courts resound; while psalms, ascending
To God my highest joy, bring praise
For all his wondrous ways.
(Book of Praise: Anglo-Genevan Psalter, edition
1998)
Of course, these men sang in Dutch, the 1773 version
to be precise. Verse four, often sung at funerals,
closed with the words:
Die, na kortstondig ongeneugt’,
mij eindeloos verheugt.”
My God will after fleeting grief,
for aye grant me relief.
These eightteen were headed to a fatal meeting
with the bullets of a firing squad. A death like that
is painful for a moment, a fleeting grief. But these
men knew a peace, a freedom, a joy which no bullet
can touch, and certainly not destroy: the Kingdom
of King Jesus. As the Nicene Creed so powerfully
puts it: and His Kingdom shall have no end.
Christians live in two worlds. But not forever. Only
one will last forever. The better one.

An English rendering of these stanzas to the same
--You have before you the first edition of Lux Mundi
for the year 2008. Our sincere apologies for the fact
that this number is appearing rather late.
General Synod 2008 of the Gereformeerde Kerken
in Nederland has begun. Meetings are held in the
Koningskerk (King’s Church) in Zwolle. This edition
of Lux Mundi contains a preview. In our September
edition we hope to be able to pass on some of the
first results of the labours of this synod.
We wish you pleasant reading.
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B. Luiten

Living with risks

Across the world enormous risks have been taken. Billions of dollars
evaporated within just a few days. Panic at the stock exchanges was the
result. Panic in human lives too?

Stupid?
Much is uncertain in our time. Besides uncertainties
in society there are financial and economical
uncertainties. Ours is not a protected economy, but
an open economy. All kinds of material setbacks
from all over the world can have repercussions for
us. So can you still begin something new, start a
business or participate in one?
Aren’t you taking an irresponsible risk?
I once spoke with someone whose business had
gone bankrupt. He felt extremely guilty. “Should I
have set up that enterprise? Was I stupid? Now I
have lost all that money!”
There can be no doubt that in these times many
people have lost money on the quiet. This can
cause problems, also relational, because of
reproaches you receive. “How could you have been
so stupid?!”

Cast you bread …
First of all, let us not get too wound up. There is no
such thing as life without risks. We all have to work
in order to provide for our livelihood, but there is
no guarantee that all that toil will pay off. We must
plant, but depend on the weather for the harvest.
We step in our cars, but never know what accident
may befall us on the road. At a certain age our
children travel to school alone. You sometimes fear
the worst, but have to let them go. You can’t hold
their hand forever.
There are many more examples. There is no
true certainty but God. All else can collapse and
disappoint. Yet you must live and set about your
work.
In the Book of Ecclesiastes the Preacher, in all his
wisdom, writes that one will never plant if one is
always watching the wind. And one will not dare
■about the author

Rev. Bas Luiten is minister of the Gereformeerde Kerk in Zwolle-Centrum. He
is editor of De Reformatie, one of the church magazines in the Gereformeerde
Kerken in Nederland. He currently serves as vice-chairman of General Synod
Zwolle-Zuid 2008.
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reap if one is always watching the clouds. We do
not know the paths of the wind, nor do we know
the child that is formed in the mother’s womb. In
the same way we cannot understand the works of
God the Maker of all things (Eccl. 11).
The message here is: look up to God as the
beginning of all (also economic) wisdom.
The world is harsh and many plans fail. People
deceive each other, or at least choose to their own
advantage. When it becomes tricky, it is every man
for himself.
Disasters strike the earth. Yet God is present in this
world. In the midst of the tumult of the peoples
stands the cross of Jesus with its meaning. He
paid, He bears, He sustains, He reigns. Summer
and winter, rain and drought, day and night are
maintained by Him, according to the covenant with
Noah and all creatures.
Work, and while you work, look to Him. ‘Cast your
bread upon the water’, says the same Preacher.
Don’ t eat everything, but invest too, in shipping, or
trade, in an enterprise, in your work. But spread the
bread around; don’t put it all on one ship, for you
never know what will succeed and what will not.
Beautiful wisdom! Be sensible, spread the risks, but
dare to take part! Don’t just sit in a corner. Don’t let
yourself be ruled by fear. Be careful, but stay active.
Not everything will succeed, you will suffer setbacks.
You can’t control it all. But God does not make a
mistake in giving us our life here and now. He will
keep the world liveable. He has it all under control,
for the sake of us, humans. His promises will be
fulfilled, one way or another. On that score He does
not depend on our success or achievements. And in
that belief, neither do we. We deal with this world in
the realisation that it is passing away.
That is possible, we are en route, we must not set
our goals for here and now too high.

Appreciating your daily bread
And yet that is exactly our pitfall: setting our goals
for here and now too high!
Western man wants to have it all, and have it now.
Suppliers and financiers massively rise to that call.
One wants to sell you all sorts of things, the other
is eager to pay it for you. Until you are caught in
the vice of payments and, at the slightest setback,
cannot fulfil your obligations.
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… Sharing your bread…
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

That is one of the primary causes of the financial
mess in the Unites States. According to statistics
of some months ago, there is an average debt of
$ 9.000,- per head of population. These statistics
refer to consumer credits. Furthermore, mortgages
kept rising, in expectation that the value of property
would increase. All that money was also already
spent in advance. I ask you! Why do banks do that?
Why do they go to such extremes in providing risky
finances? The answer is, extra risky loans generate
extra interest amounts. That’s makes a nice profit!
As long as it lasts. People like buying shares in such
banks because their value increases more quickly.
And so it became one big knot, difficult to unravel,
driven by greed. Not that we are much better
here at our end of the great ocean. They say the
economy here can take a beating. But here too, it is
common practice to cash in on the surplus value of
your house and to use it for something nice. Who
determines what the surplus value is? For how
long? House prices have gone through the sky. Can
the same not happen here as in America? I am no
economist, but the Bible tells me not to concern
myself with great matters or things that are too
wonderful for me (Psalm 131).
That is to say: do not seek happiness outside of the
borders of what you have!
We were taught to pray for our daily bread. That
is bread for today. Whoever asks that of the Lord,
implicitly promises to be thankful and content (!)
when he receives it. We do not ask for bread for
tomorrow. That implies that we are not supposed
to use up tomorrow’s bread today. And that is
precisely what happens with consumer credits.
People are given an opportunity to spend money
they have yet to earn. And take note, this happens
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in a world filled with disappointments and failures,
in which even one’s health is a fragile possession.
The per capita consumer debt in our [Dutch]
population is probably not that low either. People
and banks will go to the utmost, until your head is
filled with material pride or hopelessness.
This is when the Preacher comes to you, in the
name of the Lord. Whom do you allow to rule
your life? Do not let fear rule your life, is the first
approach. But do not let material goods rule you
either, for this is all vanity, it is passing. There are
days during which you can build, but days will come
when you must destroy. You do not know when,
you do not know how much, don’t let this rule your
life!
Casting your bread upon the water is investing with
the intention that the end-result will at least be
of equal value. This is not bread you eat. However,
consumer credits – the name says it already – are
not investments that keep their value. It is a way
to consume what you have not yet earned and
what God has not yet given. You receive your daily
bread for 2012 in 2012, to give just one example, not
now. If you eat that bread now, you should not be
surprised when all of a sudden there is no bread.
Moreover, how will you pray? How can you still say
to God that you are thankful and content with what
you have been given for today?

Sharing your bread
Another risk is that others encounter problems
because of our behaviour. If we consume so much,
there is little to share with the poor. People who
have taken too great risks, will have to cut back
their spending drastically. Only that which is
absolutely necessary can still be paid. Gifts are one
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ICF Amersfoort:
an international church.
The city of Amersfoort, with a total population of 130,000 inhabitants,
numbers over 30,000 western and non-western foreigners. The christians
among them often do not feel at home in the established reformed churches.
Many others have an Islamic background. They have hardly been reached yet
with the gospel of Christ. That is why the Christian Reformed Church and
the Reformed Churches (Liberated) have decided to plant a new missional,
international church: ICF Amerfoort.

A

t the end of 2006 the evangelism deputees of
the Reformed (Liberated) churches submitted
a proposal to the classis, which heartily agreed
on it. In 2007 a pilot group started target group
research and formulating a mission. At this moment
there are two separate working groups. One of
them examines the possibilities of developing and
co-ordinating the existing work in the mainly
Muslim-populated estates. The other group prepares
a church plant for English-speaking groups (such
as Africans). At the same time, the possibilities are
explored of linking up the services held for Iranians
twice a month to ICF Amersfoort.

ICF stands for: International Christian Fellowship.
Similar ICF church plants have been launched in
Apeldoorn, Utrecht, Rotterdam en Amsterdam.
ICF Amersfoort is coached by Bram Dingemanse
(evangelism consultant with the CGK and co-pastor
of ICF Rotterdam) and Herman Takken (Evangelie
& Moslims (the Gospel & Muslim Foundation).

News update

For more information on ICF-Amerfoort, see www.
ICF-amersfoort.blogspot.com. This provisional
weblog aims to inform the established churches in
Amersfoort and raise (prayer) support.
■

of the first items one will save on. Too bad. Yes, it
is too bad, is very bad! For your “possessions” were
never just yours, it was also given to let God’s love
circulate in the care for the neighbour. Every day
we see how great the need is in the world. Aid is
needed, aid is also good. God gives so that people
need each other.
However, those who allow themselves to be ruled
by greed are only concerned with themselves. They
only have one way of calculating: what do I get out
of it. This will only become worse when they begin
to feel the pinch of sky-high loans. Third parties
who depend on you become the victim. This is
injustice. Mercy is not a luxury, it is the constitution
of God’s kingdom.

Never in vain
Whether one did right or wrong cannot simply be
deduced from the result. Though one must use
one’s brains, it is primarily a matter of the heart.
Why are you focused on the things you undertake?
Why do you take the risks you take?
It helps if you take these things to the Lord in
prayer. It is good to acknowledge Him in all your
ways (Proverbs 3:6). This will be a continual test:
are you pure in your motives? Can you talk with the
Lord about your plans, or would you rather He not
know about them? Do you want to depend on the
Lord in everything, and serve Him with the results?
It will certainly do no harm to promise that on
forehand.
If you do that, you will notice that a hunger for
success will be strongly relativised. For the Lord
gives more than you could ever earn or achieve. This
is the framework in which you should work…
And you will notice that a pure heart is more
important than all other things. Most important
is standing before God with a clear conscience, in
prosperity and adversity.
And next in importance is believing that all your
labour, however difficult, is never in vain in the Lord.
1 Corinthians 15:59 promises this literally. Attempts
to do a good work can be without effect in this
world, people can ridicule you or make accusations.
But the Lord will never forget if you dedicate all
things to His hand. He will remember that in this
world filled with risks you dared to be undertaking,
that you listened to Him who encourages you to
dare to exist. For the Lord does not count the results
in your bank account, but in your heart.
■

■Originally published in Dutch as “Leven met
risico” in De Reformatie, 2 February 2008
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Jakob van Bruggen

Kingdom of God or Justiﬁcation
of the Sinner?
Paul between Jesus and Luther

The message of both John the Baptist and Jesus was about the Kingdom
of God. Not only did they frequently use the terminology of the Kingdom
from the very beginning, but others also use this same terminology to
characterize and summarize the preaching of the Lord and his forerunner.

1.

Introduction

Paul seems to be an exception. Is he not the apostle
of the justification of sinners, first the Jew and also
the Greek? What clearly forms the centre in the
Gospels seems to be marginalised in Paul’s Epistles.
So it is natural and not surprising that Luther
found his personal way to paradise especially
through Paul. There is a direct connection
between the apostle of the nations - the preacher
of justification - and the German reformer of
justification by faith alone.
But what about the apparent discontinuity between
Paul and Jesus? Is there a contrast between the
message of the kingdom for this world and the
preaching of justification of sinners? Or do we read
Paul through the eyes of Luther instead of through
the gospel of Jesus, and are we thereby creating
a discontinuity that in reality did not exist? Is the
discontinuity not between Paul and Jesus but rather
between Luther and Paul?

2.

Recent moves

2.1

Discontinuity between Luther and
Paul or between Paul and Jesus?

The latter possibility has been defended by different
admirers of the so-called new Paul_paradigm. They
claim that we have misunderstood the apostle
for more than four centuries and that we have to
de-Lutherize St. Paul and to view him again within
the structure of Judaism in order to also re-unite
him with Jesus, teacher in Israel.
■about the author
Dr. Jakob van Bruggen (1936) lectured as Professor of New Testament from 1967 till
2002 at the Theological University (Broederweg) in Kampen. He is editor of a
series of commentaries on the New Testament in Dutch and author of over fifteen

The more we disconnect Luther and Paul, the more
we seem to get an opportunity to bridge the gap
between Paul and Jesus that was discussed for
more than two centuries in the old Paul paradigm.
Many theologians in the 19th and 20th century
have drawn the picture of a Jewish Jesus and a
Hellenised Paul: in fact, they claim that Paul should
be considered the real betrayer of the original
gospel, who built a non-Jewish Christology out of
the simple, Jewish message of the kingdom of God,
the kingdom of love, as we find it in the preaching
and life of Jesus.

2.2

Back to Jesus to find the kingdom?

In the 20th century this view on Paul and Jesus had
to retreat for a certain period under the influence
of the anti-liberal theology of Karl Barth. But at
the end of the 20th century this view on Jesus
as a simple and original teacher regained its old
influence. Many theologians returned to the denial
of the atoning power of Jesus’ death and to the
reduction of Jesus to a Jewish prophet. As a result,
the kernel of the Gospel is at the same time no
longer atonement but the Kingdom of God.1

On the occasion of the publication of the
paperback edition of James Dunn’s Collected
Essays about The New Perspective on Paul
(2007) the editors of Lux Mundi asked Professor
Jakob van Bruggen (The Netherlands) to publish
in Lux Mundi a slightly adapted version of this
article, published in 2001 in a South African
magazine. Van Bruggen discusses the muchdebated tension between Jesus’ message and
Paul’s message and so doing provides a critical
introduction to the work of James D.G. Dunn.
His New Perspective on Paul changed the
debate. Dunn raises the question whether the
process of de-Lutherizing Paul leads of necessity
to the re-Judaizing of Paul. Van Bruggen
concludes that there is not really a tension
between the message of the Kingdom of God
and the gospel of the justification of the sinner.

monographs and commentaries
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…demonstrated by many,
many healings…

The renewal of an old dilemma (Kingdom or
atonement) became very visible in a couple of Dutch
lectures published in the series “Leidse lezingen.’’
The translated title is Atonement or Kingdom:
about the priority in preaching the gospel (Van den
Brom et al., 1998). In this publication we find an
article entitled “Eerherstel voor het koninkrijk’’
(Rehabilitation of the kingdom), in which De Jonge
defends the priority in preaching of what Jesus
taught about the kingdom of God.2 The person of
the Christ, belonging to later dogmatics, disappears
behind the doctrine of the human Jesus about the
heavenly kingdom. This theme should be far more
important than the theme of the atonement that
has been popular since the Reformation.
If the message of God’s coming kingdom and
men’s obligation to obey should be the central
theme in preaching and theology, other themes
will have to give up their central place and become
less important. This goes particularly for the theme
of atonement. It does not mean that this theme
should be banished, but that it is of secondary
importance.3

2.3

The New Paradigm in Pauline
Studies (Dunn)

Whenever there is a shift in opinion about the
centre of Jesus’ message, Paul becomes involved.
The move is made from atonement to kingdom,
and at that moment Paul becomes a solitary pawn
in the centre of the chessboard. The next moves
are made with this advance pawn, not only in the
old Paul-paradigm, where he is taken from the
board, but also in the new Paul-paradigm, where
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he is moved away from Luther and pushed in the
direction of the Jewish Jesus, the prophet of the
kingdom.
The issue at stake is whether there is a
discontinuity between the gospel of the universal
kingdom and the message of the individual
justification of the sinner. In other words: did
the original message of a New World disappear
behind the later Christology and soteriology aimed
at individuals? Is a return to the message of the
Kingdom in fact the same as the archaeology of
the original message of God, which through the
centuries has gradually been buried under the dust
of personal theology?
I take my starting-point in the publications
of James D.G. Dunn, because he is the bestknown spokesman of the new paradigm among
theologians and preachers.4 In particular, Dunn
speaks about the interpretation of the Law as the
point of misunderstanding between Luther and
Paul. This point, however, is connected with our
issue of the kingdom. This becomes apparent in a
relatively small publication entitled The Justice of
God: A Fresh Look at the Old Doctrine of Justification
by Faith (Dunn, 1993).
In this publication, written in cooperation with
Alan M. Suggate, Dunn stresses the point that
Luther has individualized the Hebrew social concept
of righteousness. As soon as we see the concept
of righteousness not as something individual but
as something social, ethnic, universal, it comes
very close to the concept of the Kingdom of God.
The ‘justice of the Kingdom’ is the non-individual
justice of God in society. The second part of the
book contains case-studies about this ‘justice of
the Kingdom’ by Suggate. The discussion involves
secular issues: Germany (the doctrine of the two
reigns), Japan (the mission of the emperor), and
England (free market and faith).
The more the justice of the Kingdom is painted
in the colours of society, the more the personal
justification of the sinner through the sacrifice of
Christ is marginalised. Dunn acknowledges the
existence of this margin, but at the same time he
accepts that it is not so clear exactly where the
margin lies: it is a matter of dispute. In his opinion,
this is not a great problem because it does not
belong to the central issues of Paul’s theology
(p.9): “in Christian thinking ‘justification by faith’
is closely tied-in to belief about Jesus’ death on
the cross. The teaching of Paul is that Jesus’ death
somehow makes satisfaction before God for the sin
of others. […] But how this comes about has been a
matter of dispute between Christians. Was Jesus’
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death a sacrifice? [...] But how did that make the
difference for God? Did Jesus somehow become a
substitute for others in his death?”
Dunn asks many questions here: does not this
apply the law-court metaphor too rigidly? And:
how is this sacrifice repeated in the Eucharist?
And: do we have to speak about gratia infusa or
gratia imputata—grace infused or grace imputed?
In reaction to all those questions Dunn says (p.10):
“Fortunately such disputes have been largely
overcome, with each side recognizing the importance
of the emphasis made by the other. Important as
they are, we need not go into them further here. If
readers so desire they can pursue them further in
the reading suggested at the end.” Thus Dunn, in
fact, minimalizes the importance of the atonement
language because of too many uncertainties.
With Dunn as representative for the new Paulparadigm, Paul is not only de-Lutherized, but the
whole Gospel is de-Christologized on behalf of the
supremacy of the Spirit of the Almighty. In fact, the
Justice of the Kingdom is the Spirit of the Kingdom
(see Dunn, 1998:190-191).

3.

Discussion

3.1

Jesus and the Kingdom

The pattern of Jesus’ life
In the Gospels we experience a remarkable
development. Jesus starts with the preaching of
the Kingdom, which is broad and world-wide in
scope. The unlimited importance of this theme is
demonstrated by many, many healings and by the
expulsion of demons from the human world. Really
signs of a divine Kingdom! (see Van Bruggen, 1993:
chapter 3).
But further on in the Gospels, the miracles seem
to become less important. More and more we hear
about suffering. Many distance themselves from
Jesus. And finally his life ends in loneliness, prison,
and death. Is this the tragedy of a world reformer?
No, because Jesus himself frequently makes clear
that He has chosen this way. The preacher of the
Kingdom prefers the road to the hill of the cross in
the desert. That is his incomprehensible strategy!
Frequently Jesus speaks about “my hour”: the
hour of his suffering, death, resurrection, and
glorification. That hour has the splendour of the
Kingdom of glory, but it points to Gethsemane.
Just in the last minutes before that hour,
Jesus breaks the bread: “This is my body for
you: remember Me!’’ Even the diehards among
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critics have to acknowledge that Jesus instituted
something like the Lord’s Supper, because we
cannot find any explanation for this ceremony
outside of the historical Jesus.
However, when Jesus’ life on earth shows a
direct connection between the Conqueror of the
Demons and the Dying Prophet, it becomes very
difficult to separate the message of the Kingdom
from the Day of universal atonement.
The sequel after Easter
Such a separation is all the more impossible because
the perspective of the Kingdom is still fully present
after Jesus’ death. His death is followed by his
glorious resurrection: the conqueror of the demons
is also the conqueror of death! And his ascension
makes it clear that he is no longer bound by the
gravity of the earth that separates mankind from the
angels. The ascension is accompanied by the promise
of the restoration of all things! And in the book of
Acts we hear again about healings and exorcisms.
All this shows that we did not lose track of the
Kingdom on the way to the cross: on the contrary!
The atonement through sacrifice is the last
remedy in this world of sinners and death to restore
the lost Kingdom of heaven. There is no discrepancy
between Kingdom and justification in the life of
Jesus. His remarkable way of living and dying can
be understood as soon as we acknowledge that
the Kingdom of God has to return in a world that
has closed its doors to God in enmity against God
Himself.
Fragmenting the Gospels
The view of the separation between Atonement
and Kingdom, so commonly held today, is only
possible at a great price. This price is that we have
to deny the gospel as history and as a message
presented through facts. If we reduce the gospels of
the apostles and eyewitnesses to a loose collection
of separate words of Jesus, connected by a fictional
framework of stories, we create an unbridgeable
abyss between the prophet and the king, between
the teacher and the leader. This is the regrettable
illness of modern biblical scholarship in the
Western world. History is exchanged for stories,
facts disappear behind legends of the ancient
church community. Apparently you can focus on
the potsherds while missing the beauty and design
of the original, undamaged pottery!
In summary, Jesus’ preaching about the
Kingdom of heaven, in combination with his life on
earth, makes it impossible to view such topics as
his life, his person, and his task as belonging to a
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secondary Christology, added later by the Christian
community to the original, simple teaching of
Jesus about the Kingdom of God. The way in
which he speaks about this Kingdom—against
the background of John’s preaching and with the
authority of a judge—places his own person and his
work at the very centre of attention.

3.2

Paul and the Kingdom of God

To determine the central message of Paul, we
must look at his sermons in Acts and the broader
background of his epistles, since on the surface his
Epistles are far too limited to special situations and
specific problems to extrapolate from them the
fundamentals of his preaching.
When we analyze his sermons and the
supposed background and foundation of his letters,
we find also in Paul (as in the other apostles) the
close connection between the expectation of the
Kingdom of God and the Person of Jesus Christ.
Preaching in the Diaspora
In Acts, “preaching the Kingdom” is a way of
characterizing apostolic preaching in general
(Acts 8:12; 14:22; 19:8; 20:25; 28:23). Although in the
epistles we regularly find allusions to the preaching
of the Kingdom (1 Thess. 2:12; 1 Cor. 4:20; Gal. 5:21;
2 Pet. 1:11; James 2:5, etc.), the frequency with which
the Kingdom is mentioned drops sharply. In its
place the expression preaching Christ or preaching
the gospel gains prominence.
This would seem to be a shift in emphasis—
from an expected reality to a revered person. But
this apparent shift becomes more understandable
in light of the way in which Jesus taught the
secrets of the Kingdom of heaven (cf. Feine, 1919).
The formulation of his message was aimed at his
immediate context: Jews under the spell of the
Baptist. What he taught about himself is therefore
also often expressed in the terminology of the
coming Kingdom.
But in the Diaspora this specific context (Jews
under the spell of the Baptist) did not exist. For
this reason the horizon, the expected Kingdom
of heaven, is still present in Acts and the epistles,
but the path to the Kingdom (Christ) is preached
more directly and now receives all attention as the
trajectory of faith immediately before us.
Kingdom and King
Paul and Peter view the Kingdom of God as the
new order that will become a reality on earth when
Christ appears. The nearness of this Kingdom
thus becomes the nearness of the Lord (Phil. 4:5;
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Rev. 22:12). Faith in Christ, and justification with
sanctification as the way to enter the Kingdom,
now become the framework within which the
dynamic equivalence of what Jesus taught about
the smallness of the Kingdom, its simplicity, and so
forth, is presented. And the reality of the connection
between faith and the coming Kingdom now
becomes apparent in the first gift, the Holy Spirit.
When Paul says that God has “brought us
into the Kingdom of the Son he loves” (Col.
1:13), he does not mean that this Kingdom is the
Christian community. Rather, he is speaking about
the indissoluble tie that already exists with the
Kingdom of heaven. Thus he also says with regard
to people who are still living on earth: “God raised
us up with Christ and seated us with him in the
heavenly realms in Christ Jesus” (Eph. 2:6). At the
same time, the assurance of faith of the people who
know that they are already citizens of that Kingdom
through the Spirit, and who, through this Spirit,
already share in its first gifts, does not rule out the
fact that entering into this Kingdom is still future,
so that Paul can write, “The Lord will rescue me
from every evil attack and will bring me safely to his
heavenly Kingdom” (2 Tim. 4:18).
The fact that the terminology of “the Kingdom
of God” is not central in the later development
of the teaching of the church is thus consistent
with the flow of history. The early church and the
Reformation church clearly understood the striking
way in which Jesus dealt with the concept of the
Kingdom of God when they placed the propitiation
by means of Jesus’ atoning death and the salvation
through God’s only Son at the centre. Today the
gospel of the Kingdom of God consists in bestowing
the power of faith in Christ. This faith preserves us
and is the means by which we inherit the future.
The Spirit of God, who already lives in all believers,
is the pledge of the promised inheritance, for which
we now pray with confidence: “Thy Kingdom come.”

3.3

Luther, Dunn, and Paul

Did Luther misunderstand Paul and have the
churches of the Reformation under his influence
lost the social concept of the Kingdom and only
preserved the individual and soteriological concept
of justification? This is a common accusation, also
found in Dunn’s writings. At this point we have to
face three questions: 1. Who is the real Luther? 2.
Who is the real Dunn? 3. Who is the real Paul?
Who is the real Luther?
Luther is charged with changing the focus from
objective righteousness to individual, subjective
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We should pray ,,Thy
Kingdom come!’’ and at
the same we tremble and
humbly ask: ,,Forgive us
our trespasses
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)
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righteousness, with the effect that the salvation
of the individual soul suppressed the justice of the
Kingdom of God. All this was the result of Luther’s
wrong view of the law, of the Jews, and therefore of
Paul (see Dunn, 1993).5
Is this really Luther? In fact, Luther is not so
one-sided. In the preface to the first volume of his
collected Latin works he tells us how he gradually
came to his specific conviction. He acknowledges
that he was influenced by the writing and teaching
of Augustine (Weimarer Ausgabe 54,186,25-29).
Romans 1:17 became decisive for him in this
process. He stumbled over the expression ‘God’s
righteousness’ because he interpreted it as God’s
righteousness in punishment (iustitia formalis seu
activa) (Weimarer Ausgabe 54,185,17-20). Gradually,
however, God showed him the connection of
Romans 1:17a with 1:17b (“the righteous shall live
through faith”). So Luther concluded that Paul was
writing about Gods righteousness by which we are
justified (iustitia Dei passiva). Luther felt himself
reborn (renatus) and walked through an open door
into paradise (Weimarer Ausgabe 54,186,3-9). From
this perspective he started to read the Psalms
and the whole Bible. And to his relief he found
Augustine on his side.
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What happened with Luther was not primarily
an exegetical discovery, since throughout the
centuries there have always been two ways of
interpreting God’s righteousness in Romans (see
Schelkle, 1956). The history of interpretation shows
that you can defend either the active or passive
interpretation of dikaiosunè and at the same time
make no connection at all with the punishment
of an angry God.6 What happened to Luther was
very personal. As a person Luther had to freed
from a distorted image of God, a distortion that
for him had become integrated with the active
interpretation of the word dikaiosunè. When
Romans 1:17 became the door of paradise for Luther
(porta paradisi), we see above that door the word
“private’’: the connection between Romans 1:17a
and 1:17b was very personal indeed.
Luther’s change was at the level of the
retributive justice of God and not at the level of
the restorative justice of God. He did not deny
restorative justice, but he focused on retributive
justice because he had had a personal problem on
that point. As a result, Luther distorted some words
of Paul a little, but we cannot say that Luther as a
Christian and as a preacher limited the justice of
God in an unsocial way to individual salvation.
Luther was fully aware of the social justice of
God, as is made clear by his reinterpretation of
the fourth petition in the Lord’s prayer after the
Peasant’s War. In his shorter Catechism he changed
the interpretation into a very worldly one about
government, neighbours, bread, and society.7
Protestant Christianity in later times
sometimes narrowed itself to the individualism of
pietism, while interest in this world, politics, and
environment diminished. For that development
Luther cannot be blamed, however. For him the
doctrine of the Kingdom fits with the doctrine of
justification, just as access to the palace is possible
only by means of the proper key.
Who is the real Dunn?
Luther struggled with the justification of the sinner,
but Dunn and others today are wrestling with the
justification of the Jews. In fact, this is a crossover. Dunn and others follow the work of Moore
and accept that Judaism was not as legalistic and
casuistic and as nationalistic as the Reformers
thought. And indeed, we have to acknowledge
that Luther, Calvin, and others have painted the
Jews with the colours of Roman-Catholicism: the
Sanhedrin became the counterpart of the pope and
his cardinals, and the Roman doctrine of earning
merits by good works became the starting point for
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interpreting what Paul wrote about works of the law.
In the 19th century, the religion of the Jews
was seen as a distortion of the original Israelite
prophetic religion. So Jesus and Paul were in fact
viewed as non-Jews returning to the original
religion of Abraham. More than once an antiSemitic flavour can be tasted in these theories: the
Christians are the true successors of Israel, while
the Jews are traitors to their religion! It is a good
thing that we are liberated from these distorted
views of Judaism. More and more we see how
multi-faceted Judaism was in the first century.
Jesus did not come to destroy Judaism (whatever it
may have been), but to destroy the works of Satan
in the Jewish world.
Repainting the colours of Luther’s interpretation
of Paul does not, however, mean that we have to
abandon his painting of God’s justification through
faith in the atonement by Jesus Christ. Yet this is
precisely what happens with Dunn and most of the
defenders of the New Perpective of Paul. Christ as the
Son of God disappears and becomes a true son of the
repainted Israel. The atonement disappears behind
a religious social prophet. This would seem to be the
unavoidable consequence of the new paradigm of
Judaism. In fact, however, it is the result of a quite
different movement made at the same time, but
unconnected with the repainting of Judaism.
When Dunn no longer maintains the central
importance of the atonement in Paul, it is not due
to the detachment of Paul from Luther at the level
of our understanding of the nature of Judaism.
The centre of Luther ‘s conviction is not built on his
ideas about Jews but on his reading of the Gospels.
In the same way, Dunn’s detachment of Jesus and
Paul from the doctrine of the atonement is not
really connected with his understanding of the
nature of Judaism. The centre of Dunn’s conviction
is built upon his deconstruction of the Gospels and
changing them into patches of original words of
Jesus in a largely fictional setting. So in fact the new
Paul-paradigm is partly Gospel criticism in disguise!
This statement is supported by reading
Dunn’s works as a whole. His works show a critical
consistency. Already a short sketch of his earlier
publications can illustrate this. There is one
consistent theological line: the centre is no longer
Christ but the Spirit, and the fundamental thing is
no longer history and revelation, but experience.
In 1970 Dunn wrote Baptism in the Holy Spirit.
He summarizes the results in four sentences that
show how decisive the Spirit is for faith: (1) Faith
demands baptism as its expression; (2) baptism
demands faith for its validity. (3) The gift of the
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Spirit presupposes faith as its condition; (4) faith is
shown to be genuine only by the gift of the Spirit
(Dunn, 1970: 228).
Dunn’s next book is entitled Jesus and the Spirit.
A Study of the Religious and Charismatic Experience
of Jesus and the First Christians as Reflected in the
New Testament (1975). In this book he argues that
the experience of the Spirit is not the same as
accepting revelation. Jesus himself was moved
by the experience of God the Spirit. Dunn writes:
“Their theology was produced out of the living
dialectic between the religious experience of the
present and the definitive revelation of the past
(the Christ event), with neither being permitted
to dictate the other, and neither being allowed to
escape from the searching questions posed by the
other - an unceasing process of interpretation and
reinterpretation” (Dunn, 1975: 361).
Inevitably, Dunn’s third book has to deal with
Christology: Does Christ disappear behind the
Spirit? The title is Christology in the Making (1980).
To our surprise the orthodox doctrine of incarnation
is exchanged for the modern, humanistic theology
of Jesus as the centre point of humanity: God
shows how human He really is! In substance, the
confession of the Trinity means that God in Jesus
Christ has proved himself to be self-communicating
love and that as such he is permanently among us
in the Holy Spirit (Dunn, 1980: 268).
It is then no surprise that in his Theology of Paul
(Dunn, 1998) Dunn reduces the language of Paul
about the death, resurrection, and return of Jesus
Christ to metaphorical language. Jesus’ statements
are not dogmatic or objective; rather, they are the
working out of the Christian experience of the
Spirit. It is mostly about real experience but not
about facts. At the same time, Dunn speaks more
about the unity of God than about the divine nature
of Christ or the Trinity.
In fact, Dunn makes a separation between
Jesus the King and the Kingdom. For Dunn the
Kingdom of God is the Kingdom of the Spirit,
preached by Jesus and Paul. His de-christologizing
of the Kingdom is destructive for the doctrine of
the justification of the sinner. It is, however, also
destructive for the doctrine of the Kingdom of God.
This new approach results in horizontal activism
in the name of the Kingdom of God but without a
King of salvation.
Who is the real Paul?
Paul’s doctrine about the Justification of the Sinner
seems connected with his negative attitude toward
‘works’, and this seems to have a negative effect
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upon the promotion of the Justice of the Kingdom.
In fact, Paul only speaks about this issue in two of
his thirteen letters: Galatians and Romans. In both
of them he is arguing with non-Jewish readers. He
is warning them not to return to ‘works’. But how
could they return to works? They had never been
Jews under the Law at all!
It is a current idea that ‘works’ is a specific
concept of the Law and the Jews. This is not true,
however. Josephus never discusses Judaism in
terms of works. And modern study of Judaism and
Paul has made clear that Judaism was not nomistic
or legalistic. In fact, the non-Jewish religions were!
The Gentiles tried to deserve the grace of the gods.
Seen from the Gentile point of view, the Jews
similarly perform good works for their god, and
this is why some Gentile Christians feel themselves
invited to share the Jewish way of working for their
god. At this point Paul enters the discussion. Using
the Gentile view of religion and their idea about
the religion of the mosaic law, Paul makes it clear
that they are mistaken. The religion of Abraham is
a religion of faith and not of works and merits. The
religion of the Lord of Abraham is quite different
from the way they perceive it. Therefore, having
returned to the obedience towards the Creator and
having received faith in Jesus the Messiah, why
return to something that seems similar to their
original Gentile way of serving the gods - through
works? (cf. Van Bruggen, 2001).
At the level of religion (the attitude towards
the Creator) works are a Gentile misunderstanding.
A quite different thing is the human attitude and
way of life in this created world. On that point Paul
shows us the way. The children of the heavenly
Kingdom have their responsibility on earth, because
the earth is the Lord’s!

4.

Conclusions

4.1

The Scriptures and History

1. It is hermeneutically necessary to distinguish
between the dominant ideas of the apostles (mostly
in the background behind their epistles) and their
specific and limited advice in epistles to individual
persons and churches.
2. The theological dialectic of the ‘already’ and ‘not
yet’ of the Kingdom needs revision. We should speak
about a partial ‘already’ (in heaven and through the
Gift of the Spirit) and a partial ‘not yet’ (as far as
the Devil and death have still influence and power
for a certain time). We are already justified through
faith in the King, but we have not yet entered the
Kingdom itself, although we have received the
‘advance or first installment’ of the Spirit.

4.2

Faith and World

To avoid the extremes of individualistic pietism and
religious-social activism, it is necessary to carefully
describe the connection between and interrelation
of God’s Kingdom and the justification of the
sinner. They are related as key and palace. You
cannot enter without the key and the key allows
entry into the world of the King!
Churches of Reformed conviction have two
connected tasks in their preaching: to preach
the gospel of grace for the sinner, and to
make clear how this grace opens the way to
worldly responsibility at a social, political, and
environmental level.
It is important that the social, political, and
environmental responsibility of the children of
the Kingdom remains connected with their faith
in Jesus Christ in order to prevent humanistic
idealism and lack of fervent hope and strong prayer.
We should pray ,,Thy Kingdom come!’’ and at the
same we tremble and humbly ask: ,,Forgive us our
trespasses!’’
■

■ Notes

In order to avoid misinterpretations, we must read
the texts in the Bible in their historical context
as the most natural frame of reference. The Bible
is not a textbook about Kingdom or justification,
made for quick and simplistic conclusions. The Bible
contains documents that are embedded in a history.
On the one hand this makes them more limited and
specific as texts, on the other hand it gives them
roots in the wider context of Gods history with this
world. Let me illustrate this with two remarks, one
more hermeneutical, the other more theological.

1.

The old battle started again in The Netherlands with
Den Heyer’s book, Verzoening: bijbelse notities bij een
omstreden thema (1997). The doctrine of atonement
was defended in publications like Verzoening,
daar draait het om (Hoek, 1998); Het evangelie van
de verzoening (Baarlink, 1998); Om het hart van
het evangelie. Een boek voor de gemeente over de
verzoening (Elsinga, 1998). On this issue, also see God
en mens verzoend: incarnatie, verzoening, koninkrijk
van God (Wentsel, 1991).

2. A decisive place has the idea of De Jonge that the
resurrection of Jesus originally was not meant as
a corporal resurrection on earth but as a spiritual
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resurrection or rehabilitation in heaven. This

•

concept of heavenly rehabilitation originated in
the theology of the martyrs: dying on earth and

In: Van den Brom, L.J. e.a. 1998, pp. 9-20.
•

being `resurrected’ in heaven. So in fact, the original

e.a., pp.63-90.
•

the kingdom by God. See for a broader discussion of
this idea of De Jonge, Jesus the Son of God: The Gospel

Den Heyer, C. J. 1997. Verzoening: bijbelse notities bij
een omstreden thema. Kampen: Kok.

•

Narratives as Message (Van Bruggen, 1999: 193-194).

Dunn, James D.G. 1970. Baptism in the Holy Spirit. A
Re-examination of the New Testament Teaching on

3. Cf. De Jonge, 1998a: 15; cf. also De Jonge, 1998b: 82 “A

the Gift of the Spirit in relation to Pentecostalism.

Christian soteriology without the atonement by the
death of Jesus, can claim a legitimate place in the

De Jonge, H.J.J. 1998b. De plaats van de verzoening in
de vroegchristelijke theologie. In: Van den Brom, L.J.

kerugma of the resurrection was not about Jesus
himself, but about the vindication of his message of

De Jonge, H.J.J. 1998a. Eerherstel voor het koninkrijk.

Studies in Biblical Theology 2,15. London: SCM.
•

Dunn, James D.G. 1975. Jesus and the Spirit. A Study of

light of history. It goes back to Jesus himself.”. This

the Religious and Charismatic Experience of Jesus and

means: in the light of the historical development a

the First Christians as Reflected in the New Testament.

soteriology without atonement through the death of

London: SCM.

Jesus, has a legitimate place!

•

4. For a personal overview of his ideas see his leading
article ,,The New Perspective on Paul: whence, what,
whither’’ in a volume of collected essays about The

Doctrine of the Incarnation. London: SCM.
•

New Perspective on Paul (Dunn, 2005: 1-88).

Justification by Faith. Carlisle: Paternoster.
•

but only asks attention for other dimensions,
neglected by Luther (Dunn, 2005: 21).

Dunn, James D.G.; Alan M. Suggate 1993. The
Justice of God: A Fresh Look at the Old Doctrine of

5. In a later article Dunn clarifies his standpoint by
saying that he does not condemn Luther’s doctrine,

Dunn, James D.G. 1980. Christology in the Making.
An New Testament Inquiry into the Origins of the

Dunn, James D.G. 1998. The Theology of Paul the
Apostle. Edinburgh: Clark.

•

Dunn, James D.G. 2005. The New Perspective on Paul.

6. In the ancient church the active interpretation

Collected Essays. Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen

does not function as negative and retributive.

zum Neuen Testament, 185. Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck.

Also after Luther the choice of interpretation is

•

changing between active (Käsemann) or passive

Een boek voor de gemeente over de verzoening. [No

(Cranfield) without any connection at all with the
concept of punishment. Reformed interpreters

place mentioned:] Uitgeverij CeGe boek.
•

like Greijdanus, Jager, Schlatter and SandayHeadlam prefer the active interpretation sharing

Patmos.
•

7. In 1519 Luther gives an explanation of the fourth
•

Van Bruggen, Jakob. 2001. ,,Kingdom of God or
Justification of the Sinner?’’ In die Skriflig 35 (2001):

government, mission, comfort (,,Eine kurze Form,

253-267.
•

1529 (,,The shorter catechism’’) his explanation has
turned to worldly issues such as: body, clothing,

Van Bruggen, Jakob. 1999. Jesus the Son of God: The
Gospel Narratives as Message. Grand Rapids: Baker.

issues, such as grace, preaching, eucharist,
dass Vaterunser zu verstehen und zu beten’’). In

Schelkle, K.H. 1956. Paulus, Lehrer der Väter: die
altkirchliche Auslegung von Römer 1-11. Düsseldorf:

remarkable deviation from Luther by making the

petition that is completely devoted to spiritual

Hoek, J. 1998. Verzoening, daar draait het om.
Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum.

•

interpretation and at the same time shows a
justification completely forensic.

Feine, P. 1919. Theologie des Neuen Testaments. 3d ed.
Leipzig: Hinrichs.

•

the conviction of Luther about justification. At the
other side Ridderbos prefers as Luther the passive

Elsinga (ed.), C.B. 1998. Om het hart van het evangelie.

Van Bruggen, Jakob. 2005. Paul: Pioneer for Israel’s
Messiah. Phillipsburg: P. & R.

•

neighbours, shoes, house, cattle, money, weather,

Van den Brom, L.J. e.a. 1998. Verzoening of Koninkrijk.
Over de prioriteit in de verkondiging. Leidse lezingen.

peace, friends etc.

[Nijkerk/Kampen:] Callenbach.
•

Wentsel, B. 1991. God en mens verzoend: incarnatie,
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E. Kampen

Federal Vision

Living on the North American continent, we are very familiar with
hurricanes. We hear how they develop in the Gulf of Mexico and the
Atlantic and can have devastating consequences on everything in their
path. Generally speaking, however, as Canadians we are interested
observers to these hurricanes. These hurricanes may be felt in Atlantic
Canada, but for most of the rest of the country, they have little impact.

T

his image came to mind in connection with a
theological storm raging south of the border
for a number of years already. It goes by the
name “Federal Vision” (FV). Its advocates would
see it as a healing wind but its opponents see it as
destructive. Assemblies of the Presbyterian Church
of America, the Orthodox Presbyterian Church,
the Reformed Church of the United States, as well
as the Synod of the United Reformed Churches
in North America have felt threatened enough
to make statements against it. The 2007 URCNA
Synod appointed a committee “to examine by the
Word of God and our Confessions the teachings of
the so-called Federal Vision and other like teachings
on the doctrine of justification; and present a clear
statement on these matters to the next synod for
the benefit of the churches and the consistories”
(Art. 72). In keeping with the hurricane image, we
may not be feeling the full force of this theological
storm here in Canada, but we feel enough air
moving that it is worthwhile to get some sense of
what this furore is all about.

Further, by the very act of making a Statement,
you identify yourself as a group, a school of
thought, which in itself tends to be divisive.

The nature of an editorial dictates that our
treatment has to be compact. This is a challenge
considering how much has been written about the
matter in the last few years.1 I will limit myself to
information provided by the proponents of what
is called the Federal Vision, as can be found on the
website http://federal-vision.com.

■ About the author:
Eric Kampen serves as minister in the Canadian Reformed Church at Orangeville. He
is editor of Clarion, the Canadian Reformed Magazine. He has served in the past as
member of a committee for interchurch relations for the Canadian Reformed Churches.
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First, we need a bit of context. To continue our
image, this storm began to brew a little inland
from the Gulf of Mexico. On one of the links on
the aforementioned website we read, “In January
of 2002, the Auburn Avenue Presbyterian Church
(PCA) in Monroe, Louisiana hosted a conference
titled “The FV [Federal Vision]: An Examination of
Reformed Covenantalism.” The speakers at this
conference (John Barach, Steve Schlissel, Steve
Wilkins, and Douglas Wilson) highlighted the
benefits of a covenantal perspective for issues
such as the assurance of salvation and child
training. Diagnosing a lack of these emphases in
contemporary Reformed theology, the speakers
presented their lectures as a healthy theological
and pastoral corrective drawn from the wells of
Reformed covenant theology.” These speeches
were later published in book form under the title,
“The Federal Vision” (Monroe, LA: Athanasius Press,
2004).
From this description we can understand the
meaning of the term “Federal Vision.” The word
“federal” means “covenant.” On the surface, such a
conference might be of much interest to Canadian
Reformed people.

…understanding the covenant in terms of the
relations within the Triune God is a theological
construction… If we follow the language of
Scripture, talk about covenant should take as
its starting point the explicit covenant language
found in the LORD’s interaction with Abraham.
Without going into details of what and why,
it is sufficient to know that controversy soon
developed and the orthodoxy of the speakers was
questioned. Readers of Christian Renewal may
recall a number of articles dealing with the fallout
of this conference. Somehow these speakers were
associated with what is called the New Perspectives
on Paul. When all was said and done, they were
challenged on their view of the covenant and their
view of justification.
In light of all the accusations that arose, a number
of those associated with the Federal Vision
published A Joint Federal Vision Statement in
July of 2007.2 This Statement is not meant to be
exhaustive but focuses on the issues that have
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yourself as a group, a school of thought, which in
itself tends to be divisive. One is made to think of
Paul’s warning to the Corinthians. Here we have
some who say, “We are of the Federal Vision.”
Second, there is the tone of the Statement. When I
speak of the tone I do not mean whether it is rude
or polite. In fact, it comes across as polite. Rather,
I am referring to its theological tone rather than a
confessional tone. Upon reading this Statement,
it immediately becomes clear that this is the
language of academia and not of the pew. This is
ironic for in the fifth Statement (The Proclamation
of the Word), they say, “we reject the tendency to
privilege the confessional and/or scholastic use of
words and phrases over the way the same words
and phrases are used in the Bible itself.” In the
process, by making a Statement, one defines what,
at best, is to be considered as a theological opinion.
Living on the North
American continent, we
are very familiar with
hurricanes.

caused the most controversy. Altogether, it covers
eighteen topics each phrased in terms of “we
affirm” and “we deny.” If one wants a quick idea
of what FV stands for this would be the statement
to consult. I suspect that most of the readers of
Clarion, while being able to agree with some of the
statements, in general would feel uncomfortable
with a number of points. I will limit myself to
two key issues, namely, the fact there is such a
statement and secondly, the tone of the statement.
First, there is the fact that there is such a
Statement. In one way one can appreciate the fact
that this Statement enables others to know exactly
what is meant by those promoting the Federal
Vision. Yet, the road that led to the formation
of the Canadian Reformed Churches has been
sprinkled with Statements or Declarations which
were steadfastly rejected (e.g., Liberation of 1944;
Protestant Reformed Declaration of Principles, 1951).
Canadian Reformed Synods have refused to make
general statements or adopt reports that gain some
sort of quasi confessional status. It is true that in
the preamble to the Statement the authors indicate
that they are bound either to the Three Forms of
Unity or the Westminster Standards and that this
statement is merely a supplement. They take pains
to say that it should not be taken as a confessional
statement of any assembly or body. They see
themselves as engaged in a conversation. This claim
is undermined, however, by the “we affirm” and
“we deny” language. It reminds one of the Canons
of Dort as they first positively state what is believed
and then go into a rejection of errors. Further, by
the very act of making a Statement, you identify
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This theological tone comes out already in the
very first Statement, entitled, “Our Triune God.” It
speaks about the Triune God as a reference point
for the covenant. It is the covenant, in the end, that
is the major concern of this Statement. Again, we
are reminded of the Statements that clutter the
path of history behind us which also had to do with
fixing a certain view of the covenant. For the sake of
clarity, I quote the first Statement in full:
We affirm that the triune God is the archetype of
all covenantal relations. All faithful theology and
life is conducted in union with and imitation of the
way God eternally is, and so we seek to understand
all that the Bible teaches—on covenant, on law,
on gospel, on predestination, on sacraments, on
the Church—in the light of an explicit Trinitarian
understanding.
We deny that a mere formal adherence to the
doctrine of the Trinity is sufficient to keep the very
common polytheistic and unitarian temptations of
unbelieving thought at bay.3
Now it will be immediately clear that a word like
“archetype” is a theological term, not found either
in Scripture or confession. Further, understanding
the covenant in terms of the relations within the
Triune God is a theological construction. To be sure,
this idea has been around for many centuries in
theological discussions, but it never found itself
into the confessional language of the Reformed
Churches. If we follow the language of Scripture,
talk about covenant should take as its starting point
the explicit covenant language found in the LORD’s
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interaction with Abraham. Some may wish to speak
of the covenant relationship already in paradise,
but that requires a little theologizing already. It was
one of the gains in understanding God’s covenant
through the work of Dr. Schilder that covenant
language was freed from the speculative talk about
a covenant within the Triune God.
In a way it is too bad that covenant talk got off to
a bad start because later in the Statement many
worthwhile things are said about the objective
character of the covenant, which is a healthy
corrective to the rampant individualism in matters
of faith. Further, it is regrettable that they have to
slip into the mix a promotion of child communion.
All this appears to be tied in to their post-millennial
leanings as outlined in the second and third
statement4 where they affirm that “the Great
Commission therefore requires the establishment
of a global Christendom.” Further, we hear
theological language when Christ is described as
the “new Adam” (Scripture speaks of the last Adam,
I Cor. 15:45) and when Christ is said to be the new
Israel.5
If one peruses the criticism of the church
federations mentioned earlier, these do not tend
to focus on the points just raised. They tend to dig
right in and get into theological formulations about
the covenant and election. Our immediate history
shows that the more you try to define covenant and
election and you start making Statements that go
beyond the agreed on confessions, the more trouble
you get in and the more trouble you bring upon the
Church.
Let us hope and pray that this storm blows itself out
as talk of covenant will limit itself to the Scriptural
givens and peace is restored by the calm, healing
wind of the Spirit.
■
■ First published in Clarion, 4 January 2008

■ Notes
1.

Some examples: For: Steve Wilkins and Duane Garner (eds). The Federal Vision.
(Monroe, LA: Athanasius Press, 2004); Against: R. Scott Clark (ed). Covenant,
Justification and Pastoral Ministry. (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed,
2007).

2. See the website, http://federal-vision.com/
3. For an elaboration of this, see chapter 2 in “Federal Vision,” Covenant, Baptism and
Salvation, by Steve Wilkins.
4. These are titled, “As the Waters Covers the Sea” and “The Next Christendom.”
5. See the Statement titled “Union wit Christ and Imputation.”
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P.H.R. van Houwelingen

Israel and the church Three
models for the relationship

How is the Christian church related to Israel? The relationship between
Israel and the church appears in many ways to be a very topical theme.
Especially now that, on 14 May 2008, the 60th anniversary of Israel’s
statehood is to be celebrated, reflection on this relationship is more than
necessary.

I

n the Reformed (Liberated) tradition in which
I grew up, however, we have barely started
fundamental reflection on this issue. In our
tradition a lot of attention (theological as well as
practical) has been given to God’s covenant with
us1, but we do not really feel a connection with
Israel. To be honest, I have always found this to be
a curious contradiction, because when you think
about the covenant you simply cannot ignore Israel.
A. van de Beek’s fascinating book, De kring om de
Messias, provides plenty of stimuli to think through
the relationship between Israel and the church2.
In this article I will sketch out three theological
models for defining this relationship. I will refer to
them as the substitution model, the incorporation
model and the fulfilment model.
I realize, of course, that nuances can and should
be made with respect to all three models, but for
further reflection it is also important to clearly
distinguish between various approaches. I therefore
refrain from making any nuances, in order to
present a sketchy outline of the main approaches
circulating within the Reformed tradition.

The substitution model - the Christian
church took Israel’s place
According to the Old Testament the people of Israel
were chosen by a holy God. Israel is therefore a
holy people. Holiness gives Israel a different status
in the world, different from any other nation.
According to the substitution model, this privilege
of the different status was passed on to the New
Testament church after the Holy Spirit was poured
out at Pentecost. Having rejected Jesus Christ,
God’s only begotten Son, as the Messiah, Israel was
replaced by a new ‘people of God’, the Christian
church.
The positive element in this approach is that it
■ About the author:
Dr. P.H.R. van Houwelingen is professor of New Testament Studies at the Theological
University of Kampen in the Netherlands.
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emphasizes that, after the coming of Jesus the
Messiah into this world, Israel cannot continue as
it did before, as if nothing had happened. His death
and resurrection have indeed changed everything.
But there are also three important objections:
• There is too strong a suggestion that Israel
is written off for ever. The Christian church,
however, has never abandoned the Old
Testament. God does not reject his people
(Rom.11:1). God’s covenant is a unity, including
the old as well as the new dispensation.
• Where do the Jewish Christians, such as the
early church in Jerusalem, fit in? We know that
James, the brother of the Lord, also called James
the Righteous One, visited the temple as a lawabiding Jew until shortly before his death.
• In this model all exclusive claims for God’s
people (the only true people) can now be simply
applied to the church. But this is only the case
through Jesus Christ: the honorary titles in 1
Peter 2:9-10 follow after the call to come to the
living Stone!
The substitution model is deficient in that it lacks
the notion of the fulfilment of the law and the
prophets by the coming of the Messiah into this
world. At the same time the Messiah also appears
to be the fulfilment of Israel as the ‘son of God’
that failed. It would be truer to say that it is Jesus
Christ who came in Israel’s place, i.e. through his
substitutionary suffering and death.
There is a variant of the substitution model
that partly meets these objections: the ‘continuity
model’ or ‘growth model’, which is based on the
idea that God’s church grows from childhood to
adulthood3. But in this approach too, there is the
suggestion that the ‘Israel period’ is more or less
behind us, as a bygone phase of church history. In
short, I believe these approaches pay insufficient
attention to the continuity of God’s covenant.

The incorporation model - the Christian
church incorporated into Israel.
This model states that God remains true to his
chosen people, because of his covenant. Even
though the greater part of Israel has rejected the
Messiah, the Holy One will show compassion to all
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his people in the future. Already now God shows
this compassion to many Gentiles: through their
faith and baptism in the name of Jesus Christ, they
are gathered into the covenant with Israel. Just like
wild branches are grafted onto the cultivated olive
tree, the Christian church is incorporated into Israel.
The positive element in this approach4 is that it
does justice to Paul’s adage: “First for the Jew, then
for the Gentile”. The gospel did not begin with us.
The apostle Paul always went to the synagogue on
purpose to dispute with the Jews present there.
But here too, there are three important objections:
• This model is often linked to the image of
the olive tree in Romans 11, but Paul does not
develop a complete model there. He sees two
trees: the wild and the cultivated olive. Paul’s
main concern is with the branches that are
grafted onto or cut off from the noble olive
tree. Verses 16-17 mention the nourishing sap
of the olive tree that all branches share in
(sunkoinoonos), which is the Messianic promise.
The question is: what exactly is the root of
Israel? Abraham and the other patriarchs, as is
often claimed? Without considering Abraham’s
son who sanctifies the tree? Romans 11:28 says:
“You do not support the root, but the root
supports you”. It is remarkable that in the Book
of Revelation the glorified Christ is called the
Root of David (Rev.5:5; 22:16). He was not only
a descendant of the Jewish people, but has
always been its fountain and strength. He even
precedes Abraham (cf. John 8:58). At any rate,
one cannot say that Israel or Abraham is the root
that carries us.
• Does this model not lead to some kind of ‘two
ways of salvation’ doctrine? Did Christ come
only for the Gentiles? Are we, just like the
proselytes, merely joining Israel? But also Paul,
the Jew, had to be baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ (Acts 9:18). The expression “count them
as incorporated into Israel” can only be found in
our Dutch rhymed version of Psalm 87, verse 4.
In the unrhymed original, Psalm 87 says that the
Lord will record the people and count them as
having been born in Zion. They are members of
God’s household!
In summary, I believe this model, which argues that
the Christian Church is incorporated into Israel,
suggests too much continuity. It would be better
to say that the church is incorporated into Jesus
Christ: namely through baptism, i.e. by being buried
into his death and raised to life (cf. Romans 6). The
Pauline expression ‘in Christ’ beautifully portrays
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the intensity of the bond of faith that all Christians
have with our Lord.

The fulfilment model - Jesus Christ, Israel’s
Messiah, is the Saviour of the world
Both former models can be rid of their onesidedness and their positive elements can be joined
in what I call the fulfilment model. Jesus Christ
did not come to abolish the law and the prophets,
but to fulfil them. His love is the fulfilment of the
torah. In this way He also came to fulfil Israel.
In the place as well as in the name of his people
Jesus Christ walked the path of righteousness, up
to and including the death on the cross, where He
bore God’s curse on all who do not continue to
do everything written in the Book of the Law. God
welcomes all who want to join his people. He has
compassion on the Gentiles. His name is proclaimed
among the nations. A complete people of God is
gathering around the central figure of Jesus Christ.
Thanks to God’s grace, the people of Israel is
concentrated in one person who can walk the
path of righteousness and, moreover, pays for the
debts of others (like the suffering servant in Isaiah,
the Son of man in Daniel). This creates space for
all those who are baptized in His name. The only
condition, according to Peter, is that one must
repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ.
After all, Christ is from the Jews, but not of the Jews.
The first people to be baptized were Jews, but thank
God it did not stay that way! Thus, the one Person
of Jesus Christ can grow into the complete people
of God, consisting of Jews and Gentiles, according
to the rule: first the Jew and then the Gentile. (This
may even be considered God’s rule, cf. Acts 13:46).

Texts underlying the fulfilment model
• John 10: I have other sheep, says the Good
Shepherd, that are not of this sheep pen of
orthodox Judaism. I must bring them also. They
too will listen to my voice, and there shall be one
flock and one shepherd. What counts is listening
to the voice of Jesus Christ.
• Romans 11: According to Paul, the growth of the
number of Gentile believers is interwoven with
the future of Israel. Verse 13: “I am talking to you
Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the apostle to the
Gentiles”. Apparently, that is the perspective
from which Paul speaks about the secret of
Israel’s future. God had compassion on Israel
first. Now, apparently, He has compassion
on the Gentiles. Why may He not later have
compassion on Israel again? Perhaps Paul
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expected God to use the converted Gentiles to
bring Israel to faith, i.e. through their prayers
and their Christian behaviour5. But Zion is the
centre of God’s work of salvation!
• Ephesians 2:19: Gentile believers are fellowcitizens of the saints (i.e. Jewish believers) and
thus members of God’s household: the Christian
family. Jews and Gentiles together form a
building on a Christian foundation, God’s New
Testament temple.
• Ephesians 6:2 The biblical promise of a long
life in the land (the LORD your God is giving
you; Ex.20:12), which is connected to the fifth
commandment, is extended by Paul to a long life
on earth! So the Christian church did not receive
the same land promise as the people of Israel.
• Hebrews: Land, temple and city are not down
here but above and, for us, future. See especially
Hebrews 13:14 “For here we do not have an
enduring city, but we are looking for the city that
is to come.”6 According to the Book of Revelation
the New Jerusalem will descend from above.

The fulfilment model applied
Every person is called to repent. First of all, the
Jews. They need to re-orient their faith in God,
by recognising that Jesus the Messiah is the only
way to the Father. And secondly, the Gentiles.
They need a new orientation of faith in the God of
Israel, through Jesus the Messiah, Saviour of the
world. Thus, a new people of God rises of which
Jesus Christ is the heart, the fountain and the root.
Of this new people, believing Israel is the inner
‘circle around the Messiah’. The next circle are
the Arab Christians and the outer circle are the
Gentile believers (cf. A. van de Beek). Every circle
is fed by, and focused on its fellow people lagging
behind. That is why preaching the gospel to the
Jewish people can perhaps best be carried out by
their Messianic fellow people. Exposition of Holy
Scripture is at least something we can exchange
with orthodox Jews.
What to say about the Messianic congregation
Beth-Yeshua in Amsterdam, who adhere, amongst
other things, to the Sabbath, the dietary laws and
circumcision? I would think that, although these
things are not necessary, they are allowed as long
as they help a Jew to profess Israel’s Messiah as
Saviour of the world. Consider especially what
Paul, the Jew, writes in Galatians 5:6 “For in Christ
Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision
has any value. The only thing that counts is faith
expressing itself through love (i.e. the mutual love
between circumcised and uncircumcised). In Christ
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the Jewish identity is not ignored, but considered
of relative importance. The biblical expectation
of a heavenly Jerusalem on earth downplays the
significance of the earthly Jerusalem, but it does
not exclude it. Nevertheless, a city like Jerusalem,
given its name, ought to be the world centre of
biblical shalom. This poses a formidable task for
Israeli politics7. No Jewish exclusivism! No unjust
hunger for land! No pestering of Palestinians, be
they Christian or Muslim!
I am convinced that Messianic Jews and Arab
Christians (the two inner circles around the
Messiah) could be joint pioneers of church unity
on a global scale, professing Jesus the Messiah as
Saviour of the world.

In conclusion
In light of the fulfilment model for which I plead,
I would finally like to offer up for consideration
an adjustment of two well-known one-liners.
Firstly: “The church’s vital solidarity with Israel”
should become: “The church’s vital solidarity with
the Messiah of Israel”. Secondly: “Jerusalem as
the undivided capital of Israel” should become:
“The new Jerusalem as the shared capital of God’s
Kingdom”.
■
■ Endnotes
1.

Cf. H. de Jong, Van oud naar nieuw. De
ontwikkelingsgang van het Oude naar het Nieuwe
Testament. Kampen: Kok, 2002, for his biblicaltheological reflection on this theme. On 4th
December 2007 the Nederlands Dagblad (ND)
organised a public debate after a fairly critical
newspaper review by De Jong of the book Hoop voor
Israel (cf. note 4). This article was written on the
basis of my contribution to this ND-debate.

2.

A. van de Beek, De kring om de Messias. Israel als volk
van de lijdende Heer. Zoetermeer: Meinema, 2002.
Cf. also J. Douma, ‘De plaats van Israël in Romeinen
9-11’, in: H.J. Boiten (ed.), Er staat geschreven… Er is
geschied. Groningen: Bond van Mannenverenigingen
op Gereformeerde Grondslag, 1986, pp. 164-169; and
G.C. den Hertog, Gedeelde hoop. Israel aan de kerk op
de weg der verwachting (Reformatorische Stemmen).
Enschede: Willem de Zwijgerstichting, 2003.
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R. Th. de Boer, Israel niet te vergeten. Joodse volk
en kerk in bijbels licht. Goes: Oosterbaan & Le
Cointre, 1988, pp. 138-142, with reference to J.A. van
Delden, Israel is Gods volk! Amsterdam: Buiten &
Schipperheijn, 1985.

4. The incorporation model, as I call it, has recently
been advocated in: M.C. Mulder & A. Noordegraaf
(eds.), Hoop voor Israel. Perspectieven uit
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Happy New Day to All !

Festive time
Most of us have rejoiced at Christmas time as well
as at New Year’s Eve. New Year’s Eve tells us the
year is coming to an end and soon a new year will
begin. This is always a joyful event for all except
some afflicted people. Still they acknowledge the
principle that it’s the most joyful season of the
year. Of course our own birthdays, the official
holidays, Valentine’s day, Wedding day, Vow day,
Thanksgiving day… are great moments for us too.
But everyone knows of Easter, Ascension, Pentecost,
and Christmas as Christian festive times. October
31 is a memorable day for the Protestant family;

■About the author:
Rev Kabongo Kalala Malebongo (1962) is an ERCC pastor in Mbujimayi. He was a
chairman of the ERCC 8th general synod 2007 at Kiswishi (L’shi). He lectures in N.T.,
Missiology and Evangelism at the Ecole Reformee de Theologie in Lubumbashi (DR
Congo). He has been teaching Church History since 2004 as part-time lecturer at the
Covenant College in Petauke, Zambia. E-mail: kmkabongo@yahoo.fr
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banner for the nations. (Is.11:10).
6. P.H.R. van Houwelingen, ‘Wij hebben hier geen

in is met, all Israel will be saved. Vss.26b-27 quote

“The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament showed his
handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth
knowledge. There is no speech nor language, where their voice is not heard.
Their line is gone out through all the earth, and their words to the end of the
world”. (Ps 19:1-4a, KJV)
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while January 1 has its word heard to the end of
the world. Can’t we agree that the night of Dec.31
shows knowledge to the one of January 1? And the
last day of the year has a particular message in a
special utterance to the first day of the year? Why
do we rejoice at this time? In Lubumbashi, a city
in the South of the D R Congo people shouted out
with great joy and exploding fireworks showed up
their multicolour lights. So was it in some other
cities of our country. But in Mbujimayi, in the centre
of the country, the municipality authorities forbade
fireworks for fear of the night gang insecurity in the
city. Despite this interdict, some people couldn’t
hold back their joy by crackling fireworks! What
shall we do with the rest of the days of 2008?

Mission
The Scriptures reveal to us that the speechless day
and night’s words are to be heard up to the end of
the world. The people who know the language of
the Scriptures understand that not only the night
or the day preceding the new year talks; but each
day and each night communicates to the following
one. The people who stand and fall, who live and
die, who become celebrities and then vanish have
to learn from the language of the day and night,
of the heavens and the firmament. Their common
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message is the glory of God and the marvellous
work of his hands.
It is striking that the Bible speaks of day and night,
but not of the year. What does a year do to the next
year? If a year extends the joy of New Year’s Eve
to another year, that joy must bring us hope. This
hope will be meaningful only if we glorify God for
what he has done for us each and every day during
the whole year despite wars and other afflictions.
Such a joy is given but by the law, the statutes and
the fear of the Lord (Ps.19:7-11). It is as we confess
with the Apostle Paul: “ Who shall separate us from
the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or
persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or
sword?…For I am persuaded, that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,
nor things present, nor things to come, nor height,
nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to
separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord” (Rom. 8:35-39).
Because of this love of Christ for us we have to
love him every day and proclaim his glory to the
whole world. This stands before us as a permanent
challenge to the Church of Christ. The Church
of Christ is the community in mission. If a day
and a night that have no audible language can
communicate to its respective partner the wonders
of God; why can’t we proclaim boldly to other
human beings in a vivid audible language the
wonderful works of God (Acts 2:11)? The mission
work both abroad and inland is the true and unique
way to proclaim the Word of God. The partners in
proclamation are co-workers and are still under
the guidance of the Lord of the Church. Those
who proclaim the saving Word of God and those
to whom it is proclaimed are both the seekers of
God’s grace. And it’s this grace that brings us thus
far even to the salvation of believers (Tit. 2:11). The
real difference that lies between the evangelist
/ a Christian and the heathen is that the former
is saved as he believes; while the latter is to be
saved when he believes by grace of God through
faith in Christ Jesus. Both were predestined to life
eternal as they fall at Christ’s feet. Not because of
their foreseen faith but by God’s grace, through
their faith in Christ Jesus. And this faith must be
the result of the proclaimed wonderful deeds of
God in and for the world. This was the motive
for which many people of faith, not necessarily
faithful people, sailed to the southern pole to
seek the lost ones. And it’s for the same cause
that many Christians fly to all four corners of
our planet to share the amazing Grace of God to
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those who still live in the darkness of their sin.
Moreover, one is not to proclaim from one country
to another country far off, but also in one’s own
vicinity. When we proclaim the grace of God we
move not only geographically (nations, societies);
but also psychologically (emotions, attitudes…)
and intellectually (reason, new technologies) with
one aim to bring people to Christ. We read this in
1 Cor.9:18-23: “What is my reward then? Verily that,
when I preach the gospel, I may make the gospel of
Christ without charge, that I abuse not my power
in the gospel. For though I be free from all men, yet
have I made myself servant unto all, that I might
gain the more. And unto the Jews I became a Jew,
that I might gain the Jews; to them that under the
law as under the law… to them that are without law
as without law (being not without law to God, but
under the law to Christ)… to the weak became I as
weak… I am made all things to all men that I might
by all means save some. And this I do for the gospel’s
sake, that I might be partaker thereof with you”. It’s
clear that there is not discrimination to bring Christ
to the world. Such a vision in mission rises greater
interest in the inland mission; but it becomes also
a spiritual push towards a foreign mission work.
The reason being that the whole world is in our
Lord’s hand and it is his created world. The Lord
Jesus Christ having promised his Holy Spirit to
his disciples (Church) he ordered them to be his
witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea, and Samaria,
and unto the uttermost part of the earth (Acts
1:8, also Matt. 28:18-20). The love we have for our
God on what he does for us; and the love we have
for man He created in his image leads us to such
a proclamation work too. If a day to a day utters
speech, and a night unto night shows knowledge
while they can’t speak; what can prevent us from
sharing the wisdom of God (1 Cor.1:23-24)? It’s
worthwhile noticing that we have received freely
from God beautiful languages and astonishing
knowledge with many other capacities.

You
Many are the ways to obey to this communication
of the wonderful work of God to others in all parts
of our region, country, continent or abroad. Many
preachers enter the mission field, others pray for
them and for the areas they work in, and many
others contribute with needful material that can
be of help in the mission field. Most of them do it
with all humbleness and the heartfelt love of Christ
and of those who work in his Kingdom. Let everyone
contribute in the incomprehensible way, to other
people, to the work of the proclamation according
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“The heavens declare the
glory of God; and the
firmament sheweth his
handywork”
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

to where he is situated. Just as day and night do
it in an amazing fashion: “Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night unto night showeth knowledge.
There is no speech nor language, where their voice is
not heard” (Ps 19:3-4).

We
In DR Congo where the Lord has put us to labour
in his vineyard, we celebrated the birth of our
Saviour and Lord Jesus with joy. The birth dramas
were performed in some of our local churches and
Christmas songs went out with hand clapping,
drums, tom-toms and some steps of dances
(African way?). These were meant to express joy for
our salvation in the born Son of God. On Sundays
events of adoration were organised and after
that some meals were shared by the local church
members as sign of communion (koinonia). For
social-economical reasons Some congregations
were unable to organise a meal. New Year’s Day
had also people worshipping God for thanksgiving
and to ask for guidance and protection in the year
started. Such a celebration has a proclamation
aspect because even the heathens on such a day
come to Church. Not because they know why but
because other people go to church, and also to ask
for protection (sometimes with traditional idea of
protection). It is very often a good opportunity for
us to preach Christ, and some of the heathens in
the cult come to Him.
This New Year is a good day to continue with
Christ’s work: preaching and teaching in the local
congregations, training the church leaders in
and out of denomination, visiting local churches
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and new ones. We praise our Lord that peace is
coming back slowly in the Eastern part of our
DR Congo. We can be now able to visit DV areas
such as Kisangani (where we are in phone contact
with Brother Elie and Jean Pierre), in Bukavu (with
Brother Floribert), and Goma with brother Simon.
We don’t forget Kalemie where in the past we had
some congregations that disappeared because
of wars. This work in East of Congo is a result of
the inland mission work by the ERCC members in
difficult conditions; and also through the work of
Reformed Faith and Life broadcasting Programmes.
There is a need to visit those brothers and sisters
in those areas where wars by militias caused about
millions of death, many people lost homes and
goods. Orphans, raped girls and women; and people
suffering from AIDS need the Living Word of hope.
This will be a consolation from their brethren in the
Lord (1 Cor.1:3-4). It’s a good step to reach Eastern
and Northern parts of the country. Shall we doubt
it is a door open to reach Rwanda and Burundi? In
the past, the ERCC was only in the South (Katanga
area), the Centre of the DR Congo (Mbujimayi and
Kananga areas) and in Kinshasa.The extreme West,
Bas-Congo and Bandundu, close neighbours to
Angola, are not yet reached. These two provinces
can be a bridge to reach that neighbouring country,
Angola.

God
We thank God that Churches grow, the Reformed
church government is being mastered.The
community development projects, the ministers’
training and support from the sister-churches
encourage the ERCC. We remember of the year
2007 the decision by the ERCC 8th General Synod
to continue the sister relationships with GKSA,
RCUS and GKv and the strengthening of the
relationship among the ERCC local churches. Our
hope is that in communicating the wonderful
works of God, day after day, we feel that we all are
servants of One Lord though we are from different
cultural backgrounds. Where there were tensions
and misunderstandings in relationships let the
covenantal partnership vision re-lead our steps
with the hope for the day of the Lord. We, therefore,
shall make every day a happy new day to share the
Gospel. Shall we end with this wonderful prayer:
“Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins,
let them not have dominion over me: then shall I
be upright, and I shall be innocent from the great
transgression. Let the words of my mouth, and the
meditation of heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O
Lord, my strength, and my redeemer” (Ps 19:13-14). ■
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P.G.B. de Vries

General Synod Zwolle-Zuid
2008. A preview

The 48th General Synod of the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (here
after GKN)1, held in Zwolle-Zuid, commenced on 15 March. Once the
members had time to study al submitted reports and letters, weekly
meetings began convening in April. In the third edition of this year, Lord
willing, we, the editors of Lux Mundi, will present information on the
decisions taken. In this article we present an overview of the subjects at
hand.

I

n the course of the years the number of
committees2 has grown enormously. The
principal part of this general synod’s work will
therefore consist of dealing with their sometimes
extensive reports. Apart from the many reports
that particularly give insight into the progress of
work, there are some reports that will require much
discussion. We note the following.

Women in the church
The committee Men/Women in the Church
submitted its report shortly before the commencing
of the general synod. Their task was not to take a
stand on the position of women in the church, but to
take stock of what the prevalent problems in the GKN
are regarding women participating in church work.
In order to pinpoint the problem areas, extensive
research was done among 2500 members of the
GKN and seventy or so of its ministers. The most
important conclusions of this research are:
• women participate in various ways in these
churches;
• approximately half those interviewed take a
positive stand on female deacons;
• a minority is positive about the female elder or
minister;
• it would seem that there is a correlation
between the opinion of a church member and
their level of education and age;

■ about the author

• there are diverging opinions about, and on some
scores difficulty with, the explanation of the
Biblical stipulations for men and women.
In the first part of the report, the deputies do their
best to present an honest list of all the questions
that are at issue, for example, on hermeneutics. In
addition, the question is posed how to deal with
the differences in opinion within the churches on
the involvement of women in the church. This is
not only an issue internally, but also has its impact
on contacts with related church denominations in
our own country and abroad, who draw different
conclusions from the Biblical stipulations in
comparison with those the Reformed Churches
have drawn up to now.
Alongside the research among church members,
preliminary research of relevant literature was
carried out, for example, on the decisions that were
made in related churches that seek to be faithful to
Scripture. The outcome of this research makes clear
that in the explanation of the Bible texts, it makes a
great difference in what way one reads the Bible.
On these grounds the deputies make the following
recommendations:
• invest in thorough Bible study, even though it
will not provide quick answers;
• attempt to make a number of (provisional)
practical decisions for the short term.

Organisation
Another important issue is the organisation of
the churches. As mentioned, at this moment
the Reformed Churches have an odd thirty
committees. The subjects are diverse: Mission
(in the Netherlands and abroad), Building the
Congregation, Church Government and Church
Order, Financial Support for Students Studying
at the Theological University in Kampen, the
Theological University itself, of course, Appeals,
Liturgy and Church hymns, etc. etc.

Piet G.B. de Vries was a member of General Synod of Leusden 1999. He served as assistant
clerk at GS Amersfoort-Centrum 2005, and was appointed by that synod as a member
of the committee making the preparatory arrangements for GS Zwolle-Zuid 2008. GS
Zwolle-Zuid 2008 has appointed him as assistant clerk. He is also a member of the
editorial team of this magazine.
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This system of many committees is becoming
an almost unbearable burden to general synods,
taking up the bulk of its time. Every three years 36
men are busy for at least three months dealing
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with this package. No less serious is the fact that
the churches themselves are becoming less and
less involved. Strictly speaking committees should
send their reports to the churches a given number
of months prior to a general synod starting. The
churches then have the opportunity to react. It
seems, however, that many churches do not take
this opportunity, simply because of the sheer
number and size of reports. The work of the
committees is therefore alienating itself more and
more from its primary target group: the churches.
Another drawback is professionalisation. You
cannot expect individual synod members to be able,
in a large variety fields, to meticulously follow the
thoughts of people who are professionally involved,
for example, in evangelism. Thus the distance
between deputies and synod members increases
and makes a fruitful discussion between the two
difficult.
Finally – and we must limit ourselves – we name
the problem of overlap between committees.
General Synod Amersfoort-Centrum 2005 had to
deal with no less than three different views on how
best to evangelise.

The 48th General Synod of
the Gereformeerde Kerken
in Nederland commenced
on 15 March
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)
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In order to address this problem, GS AmersfoortCentrum established two new committees, the
Task-force Fine-tuning Deputyships (WAD) and
Deputies General Synod Organisation. The GSO
report presents an overview of the problems that
crop up and proposals are made to cluster.
A remarkable point is that they suggest that a
considerable number of committees should be
privatised. A general synod should concern itself
mainly with the points of church life that touch
on the work of church councils. The committees
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that are directed more at the congregation should
then be placed outside of the GS. We consider this
remarkable because these committees were created
during the 1990s precisely because the work that
was already being done, was considered church
work which should be done under the supervision
of the churches as a whole, i.e., via a general synod.

Ecclesiastical unity
In the additional report by the Deputies of
Ecclesiastical Unity (DKE) no attempt is made to
hide the profound disappointment that results
from the decision of the General Synod of the
Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken (Christian
Reformed Churches) to abstain from implementing
a federative growth-model (designed to further the
organisational unity of the GKN and the Christelijke
Gereformeerde Kerken). We informed you about this
in our former magazine issue. DKE are nevertheless
grateful that steps toward further church unity
at a local level continue to be stimulated. At this
moment there are already some twenty to thirty
churches that have close contact. Hence the
deputies propose that the general synod decide to
co-operate with the Committee for Church Unity
of the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in fully
stimulating and facilitating the co-operation of
churches at a local level.
In the past period results have been booked in
relationship with the Nederlands Gereformeerde
Kerken (NGK, Netherlands Reformed Churches3)
that give cause for gratitude. An Interim Statement
was published, Where do we stand now? by the
Committee for Ecclesiastical Unity of the GKN
and the Committee for Contact and Dialogue
with Other Churches of the NGK (printed in our
December 2006 issue (Vol.2 25,96-98)). One point
of difference is still unresolved: the decision the
NGK took on women in office and the report
underlying that decision. Nevertheless deputies see
possibilities for a fruitful dialogue with the NGK.
The grounds presented by the deputies being:
the interim statement Where do we stand? and the
2007 National Meeting’s reactions evoke enough
trust to intensify the present discussions with the
NGK into discussions directed at church unity; that
also motivates ready expectation of a discussion
on the removal of any hindrances and barriers on
the road to unity; the discussion on confessional
subscription has not yet come to a conclusion
because no agreement was reached on the manner
in which confessional subscription should function.
the discussions held on the understanding and
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The executive of the synod:
from left to right:
Rev. B. Luiten, Rev. A. de
Snoo, Ir. P. Jonkman en

explanation of Scripture have led to such a
rapprochement and recognition of each other that
they induce motive and trust for a continuation of
the discussions with the NGK.

Rev. W.F. Wisselink.
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

Requests have been received particularly on the
decisions regarding
• marriage and divorce
• guests at the Lords Supper
• the New Bible Translation

■

In addition we should mention that a minority
report by DKE that expresses itself far less positively
on the relations with the NGK has been submitted
to the General Synod.

Newly liberated
The DKE report pays no attention to the newly
liberated Churches, churches formed in 2003 after
leaving the GKN, they are now called the Hersteld
Gereformeerde Kerken. General Synod AmersfoortCentrum 2005 sent out an emphatic appeal to
the brothers and sisters who left the GKN prior to
this synod. General Synod Mariënberg of the HGK
replied that discussion was pointless if the GKN
would not repent. GS Mariënberg literally says: You
say that your deputies are prepared to elucidate
their Appeal at our Synod and are even prepared
to call an extraordinary Synod. However (...) we see
no point in either offer. For it should be a truthful
discussion by both parties. We would gladly have
accepted your offer if it had been noticeable that
those in the Reformed Churches (liberated) saw the
necessity of a return to Scripture, Confession and
Church Order. Then it would be a great joy to us
to speedily come to a dialogue aimed at reunion.
That would be wonderful indeed. For this we would
thank the Lord from our hearts.”

■ Notes: (Endnotes)
1.

In 2005 GS Amersfoort-Centrum decided that the
official name of the churches is: Gereformeerde
Kerken in Nederland. The addition ‘liberated’ should
only be used if necessary to prevent confusion. Since
the “other” GKN no longer exists, it is no longer
necessary to use the additional reference. We will
therefore leave out this addition in this article and
also refrain from translating the name.

2. In Dutch deputaatschappen, for which some coin the
term deputyship. All members of all committees are
(re)appointed by each successive synod.
3. Not to be confused with the Netherlands Reformed
Congregations. The NGK was created due to a

Revision requests
Apart from the subjects brought to table by the
deputyships, the requests for revision of decisions
made by the former Synod also determine the
agenda of Zwolle-Zuid.
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schism in the GKN(liberated) during the late 1960s.

• Various materials relating to GS Zwolle-Zuid
2008 have been translated and can be accessed
via www.synode.gkv.nl -> English.
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Brad Hunter

Beauty and Brokenness
in the City

We didn’t come to Vienna to tolerate the city, but to love it. Our family
didn’t sell our home, say goodbye to friends, family, and a loving church
home, and move across the ocean simply to put up with Vienna. No,
we came to this vibrant city at the crossroads of Europe to embrace
and appreciate its beauty, and to enter into its brokenness as agents of
redemption.

L

ike any great city, and for that matter, like any
citizen, Vienna is a study in contradictions.
Within 6 tram stops from our apartment we
can listen to Strauss at the Staatsoper and pass
by the junkie at Karlsplatz. In Vienna, you can go
to Heldenplatz to attend a silent demonstration
against the exploitation of Jews in the second
World War, and then march FOR the exploitation
and objectification of women in the name of
“prostitutes’ rights”. The city, so rich and cultured,
is spiritually parched and in need of the countercultural Christ.
There are days when the task is overwhelming—
transitioning into a new culture, raising 3 kids in
the urban jungle, going to language school and
for a Ph.D., all while laying the foundations of a
church plant. These pressures have become God’s
tools to expose our own contradictions, exposing
the ways in which we (reformed believers!) tend to
act like functional atheists. Instead of walking in
a steady, humble, confidence in the identity that
we have as God’s beloved children, we often allow
our surroundings and our circumstances dictate
our identity. You could say our own hearts are a
microcosm of the beauty and brokenness of the city.
And so we need the very thing, the very One, we are
seeking to communicate to Vienna. Vienna needs
Jesus, and so do we. We must always return to
our source and motivation for living. Jesus Christ,
safe and at home in heaven, left for the wilderness
called earth, to touch the leper, to eat with the
tax collector, to give words of grace to the legalist
Nicodemus and the antinomian woman at the well,
and ultimately to bear our shame and brokenness
on a cursed cross. Beauty incarnate became broken,
■About the author:
Rev. Brad Hunter is a minister in the PCA and moved with his family to Vienna in July
2007 in order to plant a new reformed church, the fourth in the ERKWB (the other
existing churches are in Neuhofen, Rankweil and Winterthur).
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“And should I not
have compassion
on this great city?”

so that broken humanity could experience beauty
anew.
If there is hope for us walking contradictions, then
there can be hope for Vienna, too. Please join us
in praying for this hope for Vienna. Pray for the
beauty of the Gospel to break through in powerful
ways to renew Vienna spiritually, socially, and
culturally through a Gospel-centered, reformed
church planting movement. And may Christ be
exalted as He shows compassion on the great city
of Vienna.
■
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Jesus said, “I am
the light of the world.”
John 8:12
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